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The problem of
our ego
Take some centuries
of history and throw
them in the face of all
to satisfy themselves:
this should seem the
new frontier of martial disclosure. We have heard for years the
fable that it was necessary to transform the budo into sport to spread it (and the same thing happened in part also for the art of ju jitsu). It seemed the majority’s propaganda
message was ‘If you love martial arts you have to transform them in sport,
otherwise you hate them.’ So we turned into a fairy, made of many tin medals.
Made of sacrifices of course. But also and overall of short histories to tell to
friends and the satisfaction of attaching a stamp on the forehead to show some
great world title.
We created a lot of circuits and semi circuits in order to give opportunity to
everyone, and not only to a few parts of the Official Federations, to give some
recognition and to feel that we were champion of something. Then not satisfied, we packed this story in and we gave it over to the social media - to see the
growing disinterested “like” and, with that, we feed our egos.
But once again, the fanatics and the oracles said to us that it was necessary in
order to help our practices to establish and consolidate them. But it was really
the oracle of Delphi which threw the warnings that Platone rises to his ethical
principles: know yourself and realize accordingly your measure. Instead here it
seems that the measure is related to the promotion and the knowledge of ourselves and the knowledge of ourselves we learnt from the opinions of the others!
A dangerous delegation, overall because they are not our masters, students or
training companions, but simply the shadow of society.
In the country exhibitions we learnt, what people taught and transmitted to us,
that which we have sweated for many years and we changed it into a show for
bored pedestrians with an ice-cream in their hands. And there, we have our
new battlefield, the “campus” of Latin where the word champion comes from,
stuck between spinning and fit boxing.
A brave pairing, to which we become accustomed and a necessary step to continue and to feed the desperate search of consensus to which we are apparently
used. A dangerous drug that could become a dependency.
The sporting events or exhibitions have their own specific function, we have to
recognize it - what is scaring me is the origin of the scopes. I worry because
these events, instead of attracting people and involving them in gyms for feeding our practice, they are becoming the ultimate goal.
In fact, if we abandon self defence as the goal and we replace it with the theatre
of some competitions of ju jitsu, if we give up the motion for children, to encourage the stereotyping sports if we are seeking only the medal instead of education, if we broke what remains of the thin difference between the martial art
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and the combat sport, then we are definitely changing our perspective. And it
is here where there is a radical change with no return.
In this case we have only to look with impatience at the sharing and the likes,
stopping making any questions because we have given up on passing on our history and art, and planning the future. We are only living in the present and
looking for consolations for our ego. Nothing wrong with that, of course. It
would be just enough if every time we do something we ask ourselves if we are
doing it only for ourselves or for the art to which we have dedicated our lives.
Biographical note
Mattia Pari was born 1983, since 1987 he has been practicing karate and ju
jitsu and later he began the training of the kobudo, body building, shooting
and TODD (defence operative shooting). Student of the master Carlo Pari with
whom he has collaborated on the codification of the JJMMP (ju jitsu modern
system Pari).
Mattia Pari

Brazilian Green of Ireland
Friday 11th November - Sunday
13th November Kai cho David Toney brought Shihan Antonio La Salandra 4th Dan, Grandmaster Machado's representative in Italy, and
Shihan David Gobbi 6th dan to his
dojo for a weekend of hard work
and heavy training geared at developing the Grappling division within
the World Ju-Jitsu Federation.
On the Friday night the WJJF Ireland Grappling Committee met with the Shihans for a short but technical two
hour session in preparation for a weekend of blood, sweat and highly technical
BJJ. This weekend of training saw WJJF Ireland grappling committee members
Kaicho David Toney, Masters Lyle Gawley, Ryan Patterson, William Watson,
and Senseis John Rosborough and Ryan McClean awarded with their Blue
belts in Machado family BJJ which all were well deserved.
The Sunday course culminated with various white stripes being awarded to
hard working students including 4th white tabs to Grappling Committee members Senseis Marcus Mallon, Michael Moffett and Jordan Parr.
Shihan Antonio's BJJ courses have become a regular event to look forward to in
WJJF Ireland's calendar, with one being held roughly every three months and
the team is eagerly awaiting the next."

WJJF/WJJKO Australasia Convergence 収束
November 19th -20th 2016
Adelaide - South Australia
Summary Report:
A big weekend in Adelaide, South Australia at the Goshin Australia Dojo where
over 60 Martial Artists from around the Australasian Region, with many heads

Brazilian Green of Ireland
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from different styles took part in the ‘Convergence’ which is connected in celebrating with the recent WJJF/WJJKO 40th Anniversary on June 11th -12th in Rome, Italy
All our Delegates and Ambassadors from the Australasian Region were sharing
their knowledge in Jujitsu and Kobudo to all on rotations over the weekend.
The training theme for the Convergence was ‘Each one...Teach one’
Belts were lowered for the weekend and at the end of the second day every participant from ‘all ages and ranks’ was teaching in the ‘Circle of Knowledge’ in the
Arts.
There was also a session to all on ‘Philosophy in the Martial Arts’ where we all
discussed and shared our philosophies in our training, in which we all found valuable and very important to our Martial Arts and but more in our everyday of
lives.
On the evening of Saturday 19th there was a WJJF/WJJKO Conference Dinner
at the Somerset Hotel, Para Hills. Which began with presentations, speeches
and discussions about the history of the WJJF/WJJKO and the 40th Anniversary in Rome. Then next it went on about the past, the present and the future of
the WJJF/WJJKO in the Australasian region. Everyone had the opportunity to
share their memories and experiences in the Australasian region, especially about
with the late Soke Jan de Jong and other Delegates. Everyone enjoyed the presentations and speeches and the hospitality service from Hotel.
It was a very inspiring evening for all, even for non-Martial Artists.
The total event weekend was dedicated to the late Soke Robert Clark and to the
late Soke Jan de Jong, plus other past Delegates for their services within the last
40 years to the WJJF/WJJKO.
A huge success for all and now we are all looking forward to continue the legacies from our former late WJJF/WJJKO Australasian Vice-President Soke Jan de
Jong within the Australasian Region.
Thanks to all Instructors, the participants and others that supported this historic
event, too many to mention and but more especially to those who sacrificed and
travel from interstate around Australia.
May the legacies of the late Soke Robert Clark and the late Soke Jan de Jong
continue for another 40 years!
Looking forward to a big year in 2017.
Thank you all
Osu!
Hanshi Peter Pace WJJF/WJJKO Australasia Vice-President
2

Instructors for the WJJFWJJKO Convergence
Shihan Hans de Jong WJJFWJJKO International Ambassador
Soke Tony Ball WJJFWJJKO Ambassador for
Kobudo
Shihan Tom Bellamy WJJFWJJKO QLD - State Rep
Shihan Michael Bradford WJJFWJJKO Affiliate
Shihan Domenico Puz WJJFWJJKO Delegate
SA - State Rep.
Renshi Darren Miles WJJFWJJKO Delegate
Sensei Craig Ma’har WJJFWJJKO Affiliate
Hanshi Peter Pace WJJFWJJKO Australasian Vice-President
Group pic (on the mat front of mirror) sent of the Instructors for the
WJJFWJJKO Convergence: From Left to Right: Soke Tony Ball WJJFWJJKO
Ambassador for Kobudo; Renshi Darren Miles, WJJFWJJKO Delegate; Shihan
Hans de Jong WJJFWJJKO International Ambassador ; Shihan Michael
Bradford WJJFWJJKO Affiliate; Shihan Domenico Puz WJJFWJJKO Delegate
SA - State Rep; Shihan Tom Bellamy WJJFWJJKO - QLD State Rep; Hanshi
Peter Pace; WJJFWJJKO Australasian Vice President; Sensei Craig Ma’har missing WJJFWJJKO Affiliate

El caribe" arrived to the Divya Academy
From the 26 September to the middle of October I spent a very nice time with
Shihan Ernesto Camilo Reyna Hecchavaria, member Wjjf-Wjjko Cuba. Three
hard weeks of training on the tatami of the Divya Academy for a good technical exchange. The regular classes of jujitsu were fast, a sign of the interesting
job we have done, embellished also by the precise intervention of the Shihan Ernesto Camilo Reyna Hecchavaria. The classes of Ju jitsu alternated with the
classes of Kobudo: the way of the (white) weapons, and I showed to our Cuban
guest the use of some short weapons: Tonfa and Sai by using them for striking
and blocking, and studying some Kata, in particular Tonfa no kata e Sai no kata
Wjjf-Wjjko.
The political and sport activities continued for hours, also in the evening, a
meeting with our colleague the master Massimo Riccio. During a north stop in
Milan, we participated at the party of a new tv program of the master Max Nascente, promoter of the Kung Fu Television, and to finish our special evening a
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mainly on two man drills, the sound of bokken against bokken and shouts of
kiai echoed throughout the dojo, with Shike correcting students, smiling and
joking, but always serious in his teaching.
Shike has a way of making everyone feel at ease, he had time for every student, whether it was correcting a technique, signing tatami matting or getting
his photograph taken, nothing was too much for him.
It was a fantastic 5 hours of training, and all the students on the course are already looking forward to the next course in February 2017.

Sensei Earl DelValle's Rokudan Promotion in USA-TKJ
good dinner at the Sporting Club Milano 2 with
the International president Wjjf-Wjjko Shike
Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti and Shuseiki Shihan Angelo Balconi representative
Wjjf-Wjjko South America.
Shihan Lorenzo Milano

Koden Enshin Ryu Kenjutsu course – 5th November 2016
On a cold, dry November morning over 40 WJJF Ireland students eagerly
gathered on the tatami at The Dojo (WJJF Ireland HQ), in Ballymena,
Northern Ireland. Kaicho David Toney had invited Shike Giacomo Spartaco
Bertoletti and Shihan Gianfranco Camerini over to Northern Ireland to run the
very first Koden Enshin Ryu Kenjutsu course.
Students were taught correct etiquette, the basics of Iaido (the art of drawing
the sword), Noto (resheathing the sword), basic kamae, including Chudan no
kamae, Gedan no kamae, Hasso no kamae, and Dai Jodan no kamae.
Shike was very precise in his teachings, ensuring students had the correct spirit,
understood the reasoning for correct foot and hand positioning, sword positioning and footwork, mistakes were met with press ups and various other exercises to drive the points that Shike was making home.
Students were also shown two man drills, and with over 40 bokkens being
swung about ensured students were paying close attention to what was happening around them.
Shike worked everyone at a good fast pace, moving effortlessly from technique
to technique, re-emphasising the basics, always telling everyone to smile, to have fun, his indomitable spirit and passion for Kenjutsu evident.
After an intense 3 hours training came the opportunity to practise Tameshigiri
(test cutting) either against bamboo or tatami matting. For some students it
was the very first time they had done Tameshigiri, and Shike and Shihan Camerini were very patient helping students relax and cut correctly with the katana.
After a short break it was back for another 1 ½ hours of techniques, working

Dear Colleagues, I am very proud to share with you the Photos from the Promotion Ceremony for Sensei Earl DelValle's Rokudan in Traditional Kodokan Judo..
Earl is a Wonderful Leader of USA-TKJ & USJJF..!!
Congratulations to Sensei Earl DelValle - Promoted to Rokudan in Traditional
Kodokan Judo..!!
Thanks to the Leaders of USJJ & TKJ of Florida for Making this a Very Special
Day for Earl..!!
Well Done and Most Well Deserved USA-TKJ Promotion...

Mourning at the Wjjf/Wjjko
Hanshi Nicola Romano (15-March-1944..13-November-2016), 8th dan (Hachi), Knight of the order of the Roman Eagle, has passed away on Sunday 13
November 2016 in Xalò (Spain)
We had just heard from him some days ago in order to decide the continuing
of the group Ji Jitsu Xalò with our organization.
Nicola Roman, /Shihan has been a sweet person, a humble shihan, as for his title which indicates “the person to imitate”.
I’d like to remember when in 1996, I met him together
with the Soke Robert
Clark, sat on the steps
of the Cathedral of Seville for a seminar.
Italian, from the
south, from Bari, he
was attached to
Shihan Roberto De
Ronzi (8° dan) he defended our Wjjf from
the Iberia winds, which entered from the
windows and went out
from the door.
We have lost a great
friend and an honest
master who for many
years has conducted
our Wjjf/Wjjko in
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Spain and abroad.
To the Jiu Jitsu Xaló, of which Nicola Romano was the founder, our sincere
condolences; hoping the dojo will follow the respect and the image of the
founder master just disappeared.
We hope the sky will be benevolent with him and his family.
Yours truly .
Oss
Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti

5th Annual UNM Martial Arts Expo
Expo Sanctioned by USJJF
November 16th (Wednesday), 6-8.15pm
Johnson Center - Main Arena, University of New Mexico Campus
University of New Mexico Officials Dr. Todd Seidler, Chair, Dept. of HESS & ITMA Dr. Andy Mooneyhan, Director, HESS Activities Program and Member, ITMA and National Board of
Advisers
FEATURED MARTIAL ARTS
1. Shotokan Karate - Mr. Randy Sanders (7th Dan Karate; 4th Dan Goju Ryu;
4th Dan Okinawan Kobudo, 4th Dan Iai Jutsu, ITMA) is owner and Chief Instructor of NM Shotokan Karate. Dianne Peterson, Technical Director of NM
Shotokan Karate; holds a 5th Dan in Karate (ITMA)
2. Traditional Jujutsu - Dr. Andrew Yiannakis (8th Dan Jujutsu; 6th Dan Judo.
UNM and Director of ITMA). Prof. Yiannakis has been teaching the martial
arts for almost 50 years and is the National Chair of the Traditional Jujutsu
Committee of the USJJF. He teaches Jujutsu at UNM and Sandia Budokan,
and is a certified Handgun Disarming Instructor
through the USJJF-Taiho Jutsu Division
3. MMA/Personal Defense - Mr. Josh Ortega-
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Scheiner (7th Dan, Kenpo). Mr. Scheiner has been teaching the Seidler System
of Personal Defense at UNM since 1993. He is a retired Fire Dept. Captain
with two commendations for valor. He coaches at UNM and Fit-NHB. Certified Master Instructor of Combat Arts in Chuan Fa. Member of ITMA and
National Board of Advisers (NBA)
4. Chinese Chin Na - Sifu Dr. Keith Winterkorn, MD (ITMA)
Dr. Keith Winterkorn has been a student of the legendary Sifu Charles Lin at
the Chinese Cultural Center (in ABQ) for 25 years, where he also teaches Chin
Na and Tai Chi. Dr. Winterkorn studied 4 years of Shaolin Kung Fu at Harvard
and, in his younger days, he wrestled and coached wrestling
5. Aikido - Mr. Charles Watkins (3rd Dan, ITMA /UNM). Mr. Watkins specializes in Aikido open hands and weapons techniques (Bokken & Jo). He teaches
in various locations around town, including UNM and Kirtland Air Force Base.
Watkins sensei also teaches women's self defense
6. Kenpo Karate - Master Eugene Sedeno (9th Dan, ITMA & NBA).
Mr. Sedeño was born and raised in Honolulu, Hawaii. He started his training
in 1962 from Kenpo pioneers such as Professor James Mitose, Ed Parker, Ralph
Castro and Prof. William Chow. He has been teaching Kajukenbo and Kenpo
Karate since 1969, and currently instructs at Sedeño's School of Self Defense in
Albuquerque, NM.
The Expo was a Great Success with approximately 150 spectators and over 100
demonstrators. The excellent demonstrations were led by highly experienced
martial artists. Participants were awarded the USJJF Excellence Awards recognizing their Contributions, Leadership and Service in the Martial Arts Community.
Special Guests included; Dr. Todd Seidler, Chair of the Dept. Of Health,
Exercise & Sport Sciences and Dr. Andy Mooneyhan, the Director of the Physical Activities Program at UNM. Also, in attendance were several very high
ranking martial artists from multiple different martial arts.
The 2016 Expo was a Great Success.
Best,
Andrew Yiannakis, Ph.D. Chair, Expo Organizing Committee

By the general secretariat - Permission
To our members
To every dojo/organization/association member “Wjjf/Wjjko 1976”
We would like to remind you it is mandatory to inform us officially about seminars or anything else which are earmarking our name and Federal logo.
We cannot accept any derogations.
In case this rule will be not followed – rule already in force - in more occasions not followed - we will adopt the necessary measures for the safeguard of
our National and International name.
Our logo Wjjko registered in 2013 n. Rm2013c00429
Our logo Wjjf first registration 1993 (and next renewal) n. Rm2010c04488
Registration EEC Logo n. 013044896 del 31 /10/2014
Sincerely yours
Natascia Argia Bertoletti
Dr. Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti
President
President Co-founder/President
“WJJ Italy”
“WJJF/WJJKO 1976”
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“One adventure lasting 40 years!!

Annual review

Dear Sirs, in order to review our Federal database we are asking you to complete Finally I have finished it!! And we are printing my book.
“One adventure lasting 40 years!! – the life, death, miracles of the WJJF creathis form (mandatory for all members 2016/2016 Wjjf/Wjjko 1976).
We would like to remind you that better knowledge means a more imperative ted by Robert Clark and GSB
Not a legend; but the truth about a lot of gossip which has made the
service (N.A.B).
“WJJF/WJJKO 1976” so great.
Organization created by Robert Clark (1946 –2012) and GSB.
(Note: for now only in Italian language, soon also in English)
Price: pages 200 with historical photos € 35.00 each
copy
Fact-finding file
Please note: for our members WJJF/WJJKO (up to date
Full name of the Federation/Association
with the registration for the year 2016/2017) the cost
for each copy is € 25,00
Adress
n°
cap
city
Pv
E-mail

@

Tel/fax

mobile cell

Web site -Sito web:

'

Federal structure
President

Vice President

Addition internal position
Addiditional reccomandation

Sincerely In fede
Stamp and signature
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Annual review
Dear Sirs, in order to review our Federal database we are asking you to complete this form (mandatory for all members 2016/2016 Wjjf/Wjjko 1976).
We would like to remind you that better knowledge means a more imperative
service (N.A.B).

Mehr Infos unter:

www.wjjf.de

International calendar Wjjko
9-11 Decembre: Rome Pala Pellicone
2nd national stages and Italian Championshin and stile competion
(Fijlkam)
2017
6-7 January: Koden Enshin Ryu organized by Soke Auvo Niiniketo
16-22 January: stage a Havana, Matanza, Playa de Giron
27-28 January: Koden Enshin Ryu organized by Georgj Zarkov
4 February: stage in Turkey
6-12 February: stage in Mexico Cancoon
17-19 February: Stage in Greece organized by Shihan Nektarios Lykiardoupoulos
24-26 February: Stage of memory
Soke Robert Clark, in Ireland
8-9 April: stage in France by Hanshi
Laurent Haag
18-22 May: Stage in Israel by Kaicho
Amir Barnea
6-8 October: stage in Germany
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Crown
wne Plaza Tel-Aviv beach


Crowne Plaza Tel Aviv Beach overlooks the Mediterranean Sea, and offers direct access to its
sandy beaches. It features an outdoor swimming pool and air-cconditioned rooms equipped
with free WiFi.


4 nights package in Crowne Plaza Tel-Aviv beach ʹ breakfast included
International ju-jitsu seminar with world masters
Special Gala Dinner and Dance ʹ free Beer & wine
A great opportunity to visit Israel and enjoy the Crowne Plaza
Hotel Prime location just a few minutes from old Jaffa and Tel-Aviv port
on the beautiful beach near Tel-Aviv center
Package per person - 720 euro
Single Room : + 70 Euro per night


Special offer: Trip to upper Galilee were we will make Rafting on the Jordan River
 and Ranger trip, we will visit the Lake Tiberias
In addition, finish our tour in "Iskandar" restaurant to enjoy
Mediterranean special meal+ free beer & wine
All in just 45 euro








For more details: amir
ail.com
Facebook: shihan Amir Barnea
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PROGR
GRAM
Thursday 18th may 2017
Arrive at Ben Gurion Airport Tel-Aviv
Transportation to Crowne Plaza Hotel Telel Aviv
Free evening


Friday 19th May 2017
07:30-11:00 Breakfast
12:00-12:45 transportation to the sport center
13:00-17:00 international seminar
17:30-18:00 return to Hotel
18:00-24:00 Free evening to enjoy the fantastic nightlife and restaurants in Tel-Aviv city,
the old port of Tel- Aviv or the beautiful nights of the old city of Jaffa
all in just a few minutes from our Hotel


Saturday 20th May 2017
08:00-09:15 special ju-jitsu and self-defense training on the beautiful beach under our
hotel for those interested to participate.
09:30-11:00 Breakfast
Free day to enjoy and relax in the hotel pool or at the beach or visiting the
city of Tel Aviv tourist attractions.
19:30-20:30 Aperitif at the hotel Terrace
20:30-24:00 Gala dinner and dance at the hotel


Sunday 21th May 2017
07:30-08:15 Early Breakfast
08:30
Departure from the hotel to our special trip and attractions in the north of
Israel.
14:00
Mediterranean lunch
18:00
arriving to the hotel in Tel Aviv
18:00-24:00 Free evening in Tel Aviv


22th

Monday
May 2017
Breakfast at the hotel and transfer to the Airport
 W.J.J.F 25th
th Ann
nniv
iversar
ary
ry Tel-Av
Aviv - ISRAEL
For more details: amirwjjf@gmail.com
Facebook: shihan Amir Barnea
Mobil phone : 972-54-4523049


